Behind The Scenes
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oming together after being apart
for several years isn't always easy,
but that certainly wasn't the case
for the group GUIDING LIGHT christened
The Four Musketeers back in the 1980s.
And after spending all afternoon with
Grant Aleksander (Phillip). Michael
O'Leary (Rick). Beth Chamberlin (Beth)
and surprise guest Krista Tesreau (Mindy), it is obvious that what you witness on
scr en is authentic and rooted in their
deep. genuine friendships.
Soaps III Depth was at the Peapack-Gladstone Municipal Building in Peapack, J to
~ watch thjs special group of actors revisit
~ history and m:lke more magic together,
~ and we're confident you won't be disap~
g pointed. Plus, find out what fan fave TesI;
rcau has been up to, along with whether
~ we could see MIDdy make another appear~ ance in Splingfield,
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Did You Know: Chamberlin and Tesreau's
sons were born exactly one week apart back
in May 200S.Talkabout a small world!
Shoeless Taping: Everyone was required to
leave their shoes at the door before walking
onto the gymnasium floor. That probably
made the dancing much easier,
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"Beth and Mindy have come a long way from
being nemeses to best friends. Ithink it's
morphed into a Rick/Phillip type of relationship," observes Tesreau. Adds Chamberlin, "I'm
excited about the scenes between the two of
us because they're the kind of scenes that can
really only take place between two women
who know one another well." ~

... O'leary nearly flipped upon learning about
Aleksander's return. "I was driving my daughter to
her play date, and Grant left me a message. He said,
'Mikey, you've got three weeks to clean up the
dressing room. Get on it!' Then, my daughter goes,
'Daddy, you missed the turn: Icouldn't believe it
because Grant never said a word:'
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At one point, the class of
1984 grooved to Toni Basil's
classic hit, "Mickey," but
they also danced without
music - which they found
rather amusing.
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